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Founded by Chris Christensen in a one-car garage 
in Dallas, Texas, Chris Christensen Systems has 
been providing quality product lines for over 
twenty-five years.

“White on White” was our first product, and 
remains a corner stone of our company. Chris’s 
perseverance and determination established a 
standard of excellence, we have maintained  
to this day.

OUR MISSION is to service people in the premium 
grooming market that love quality. With innovative 
new products always in development, we have 
been cultivating winners since 1996.
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Gold on Gold Shampoo
Gold on Gold Shampoo is a treatment within a shampoo that 
enriches gold, brown, and red color tones. This shampoo also works 
beautifully on dark multi-colored breeds such as German Shepherds 
and Belgian Tervurens, intensifying the gold undercoat to give the 
appearance of depth and fullness.

Shampoo 4 oz       039

Shampoo16 oz       040

Shampoo 64oz      041

Red on Red Shampoo
Red on Red Shampoo will bring the coat back to its natural color 
and back to standard with uncompromising results. Red on Red 
is a treatment within a shampoo to enrich red color tones. Deep 
penetrating action restores the red pigment under the cuticle lens 
without the use of harsh or caustic chemicals due to its diminutive 
molecular structure.

Shampoo 4 oz       045

Shampoo 16 oz      046

COLOR TREATMENT SHAMPOOS

White on White Shampoo
Unlike any other whitening shampoos, White on White is an optic 
intensifying treatment within a shampoo, removing yellow stains, 
whitening whites, and brightening all other coat colors. White on 
White contains no bleaching agents or caustic chemicals.

Shampoo 4 oz       033

Shampoo16 oz       034

Shampoo Gallon      035-1

Black on Black Shampoo
Black on Black gets the red out! Black on Black is an optic 
intensifying treatment within a shampoo, formulated for use on black 
coats. Restores the intense black color to coats stripped of their 
color by the bleaching effects of the sun.

Shampoo 4 oz       036

Shampoo16 oz       037

Shampoo 64 oz      038
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Ice on Ice Detangling & 
Finishing Spray Concentrate
Chris Christensen Ice on Ice Detangling and Finishing Spray adds 
elasticity and strength to the coat, repels dirt, dust, urine and other 
pollutants that can damage and break the coat. The water soluable 
formula can be added to the final rinse for a truly beautiful coat.

Concentrate 16 oz     052 

Ice Slip Brush  
20mm Pin Brush
The Chris Christensen Ice Slip Pin Brush was created to glide through all 
coat textures with ease, and works beautifully with Chris Christensen’s 
Ice on Ice detangling products, to gently and effectively eliminate 
tangles and mats.  It is also an excellent preventative maintenance daily 
use brush. Thick 20mm stainless-steel pins, rounded for comfort on 
your pets’ skin and coat, are held in a firm base, and set in a beautiful, 
ergonomic, solid Beechwood handle.

20 mm Pin Brush     A120D

DILUTE ME

15:1

ICE ON ICE ICE ON ICE 
The Ice on Ice Collection is designed to help you manage matted and shedding coats. Start your dematting system 
with the Ice on Ice Detangling Shampoo & Ice on Ice Detangling Conditioner to help to loosen mats while your dog 
is in the bath. Use Ice on Ice Detangling & Finishing Spray while drying to complete the job. Between baths Ice on 
Ice Ultra Dematting Spray works wonders as a brushing spray to keep mats at bay or as a dematting pre-treatment. 
Recommended for scissored coat type, Setter/Spaniel coat type, and drop coat type. May be used on all breeds.

a  Perfect 
Match!

Ice on Ice Detangling Shampoo 
Infused with Moroccan Argan Oil, Ice on Ice Shampoo deeply 
nourishes the coat, transforming dry, damaged coats and reinforcing 
weakened strands, helping to undo tangles.

Shampoo 4 oz       350

Shampoo 16 oz      351

Shampoo Gallon     352

Ice on Ice Ready To Use Detangling  
and Finishing Spray 
Fall in love with your finished groom when using Ice on Ice 
Detangling and Finishing Spray. It repels dirt, dust, urine and 
pollutants that damage and break the coat. Water-soluble, it can be 
added to final rinse. Adds elasticity and strength to the coat when 
brushing. Protects the coat from damaging UV rays.

Ready To Use Spray 16 oz    051

Ice on Ice ULTRA Dematting Spray 
Ice on Ice Ultra combines the superior performance of the RTU with a 
new aerosol delivery system that penetrates deep into the hair shaft, 
moisturizing from within, sealing in hydration and reducing frizz! 
Stubborn matts and tangles slide out effortlessly.

Ultra Aerosol 8 oz     258

Ice on Ice Detangling Conditioner 
Infused with moisturizing Moroccan Argan Oil, Ice on Ice Conditioner 
fights frizz and tangles, creating smooth, sleek tresses that last.

Conditioner 4 oz      354

Conditioner 16 oz     355

Conditioner Gallon     356

ICE ON ICE
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Thick N Thicker Volume Response  
Foaming Protein 
Thick N Thicker Volume Response Foaming Protein creates striking 
volume by implanting low molecular proteins into the hair shaft. This 
deeply penetrating protein treatment repairs damage over time. For 
all coat types.

Volumizer 4 oz       075

Volumizer 16 oz      073

Volumizer 64 oz      074

Thick N Thicker Shampoo
A nutrient-infused shampoo with a volumizing formula that leaves 
the coat full and voluptuous. A light-as-air, silicone-free conditioner 
with a unique body-boosting formula designed to lift and plump each 
strand for a thicker looking coat.

Shampoo 4 oz        TNTS4

Shampoo 16 oz        TNTS16

Shampoo Gallon       TNTS128

Thick N Thicker Conditioner
A nutrient-infused conditioner with a volumizing formula that leaves 
the coat full and voluptuous. A light-as-air, silicone-free conditioner 
with a unique body-boosting formula designed to lift and plump each 
strand for a thicker looking coat.

Conditioner 4 oz     TNTC4

Conditioner 16 oz     TNTC16

Conditioner Gallon    TNTC128

THICK N THICKER THICK N THICKER 
The Thick N Thicker Collection is designed to visibly 
thicken and strengthen coats during each step of 
the grooming process. Start with Thick N Thicker 
Thickening Shampoo, follow up with Thick N Thicker 
Volume Response Foaming Protein, and finish with 
Thick N Thicker Thickening Conditioner for amazing 
results in just one use! Add the Thick N Thicker 
Leave-In Treatment to repair damage or use as a 
setting lotion for competition grooming. Thick N 
Thicker Volumizing Gel, Thick N Thicker Whipped 
Creme Mousse and Thick N Thicker Texturizing 
Bodifier complete this best selling line of styling 
products. Recommended for all coat types.

Visibly thickens  
& strengthens

THICK N THICKER

Thick N Thicker Gel
Use Thick N Thicker Volumizing Gel to build up the volume in a wet 
coat, then dry to shape. Shape brows, top knots and furnishings with 
ease. Also an excellent base for chalk.

Gel 8 oz      072

Thick N Thicker Mousse
Create volume, lift, texture, shine and control with just about any coat 
type, length and texture with Thick N Thicker Mousse. Leaves the 
coat with a natural shine, movement and texture while locking style 
in place.

Mousse 10 oz      120

Thick N Thicker Texturizing Bodifier
Thick N Thicker Texturizing Bodifier is a stateof- the-art volumizing 
and texture spray with a medium hold and zero weight. Use on a dry 
coat while styling to create striking volume and add texture.

Aerosol 10 oz      CC1110

Thick N Thicker Leave-In
This leave-in coat thickening/hair volumizing spray delivers a 
noticeably fuller-looking and thickerfeeling coat while thickening 
existing hair strands and helps to strengthen hair’s resilience against
breakage.

Spray 2 oz     TNTLI2

Spray 8 oz     TNTLI8
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Diamond Series Miracle Moisture Shampoo 
A provitamin formula. Correct moisture deficiency and improve coat 
manageability in just one use. Contains essential humectants to 
eliminate static and quenches even the driest of coats.

Shampoo 4 oz     479

Shampoo 16 oz      480

Shampoo Gallon      481

Diamond Series Miracle Moisture Conditioner 
A provitamin formula. Correct moisture deficiency and improve coat 
manageability in just one use. Contains essential humectants to 
eliminate static and quenches even the driest of coats.

Conditioner  4 oz    482

Conditioner 16 oz      483

Conditioner Gallon    484

Diamond Series Miracle Repair Shampoo 
A Rich in antioxidants, reduces protein loss. Penetrates deep into 
the cuticle, working from within to fight damage where it begins. 
Strengthens against damage and restores critical moistured to lift 
and plump each strand for a thicker looking coat.

Shampoo 4 oz       473

Shampoo 16 oz        474

Shampoo Gallon       475

Diamond Series Miracle Repair Conditioner 
A Rich in antioxidants, reduces protein loss. Penetrates deep into 
the cuticle, working from within to fight damage where it begins. 
Strengthens against damage and restores critical moistured to lift 
and plump each strand for a thicker looking coat.

Conditioner 4 oz     476  

Conditioner 16 oz     477

Conditioner Gallon    478

DIAMOND SERIES DIAMOND SERIES 
If your dog struggles with a dry coat, dry skin,  
or lives in a dry environment Miracle Moisture 
Shampoo and Miracle Moisture Conditioner are here 
to help! This unique formula is designed to revitalize 
dull, lifeless coats with deep penetrating and healing 
moisture. Miracle Repair Shampoo and Miracle Repair 
Conditioner’s anti-oxidant rich formula is packed with 
pro-vitamins designed to restore strength to brittle 
coats and to prevent future damage from grooming 
and environmental factors. Both of these formulas 
can be enhanced by using Miracle Cream on split 
ends, flyaways, and unruly coats. Rounding out the 
Diamond Series is Saving Grace. A perfect coat 
deodorizer to use when needed. Use on all coat types.

DIAMOND SERIES

Saving Grace Urine Stain Removing Shampoo 
Effectively and safely deodorizes and removes urine stains while 
providing excellent foaming action and dermatological compatibility 
for superb cleaning. Does not dry out the skin or strip the coat of its 
natural oils. Removes tangles and static.

Shampoo 4 oz        470

Shampoo 16 oz        471

Shampoo Gallon       472

Diamond Series Miracle Cream
Inspired by skincare’s BB cream, this leave-in, provitamin formula 
makes even the most unruly coat manageable. Protect against 
damage and achieve a healthy, luxurious coat with a silky, smooth 
finish.nots and furnishings with ease. Also an excellent base for 
chalk.

Cream 5 oz      485
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Smart Wash 50 
Hydrating Chamomile
Repairs dry, damaged skin and coats. Shampoo helps maintain a 
healthy moisture balance while removing irritants from the skin. 
Conditioner restores vital moisture in the coat and skin, and revives 
dry, damaged and aging coats.

Shampoo 2 oz     264

Shampoo 12 oz     265

Shampoo Gallon     266

Smart Wash 50  
Hypo-allergenic Blend 
Ideal for allergy-prone pets. Formulated to gently and effectively 
clean without stripping the coat and skin of essential oils. Gentle 
formula conditioner is free from fragrance, dye and silicone. 
Conditions and moisturizes skin and coat.

Shampoo 2 oz     340

Shampoo 12 oz     341

Shampoo Gallon     342

DILUTE ME

50:1

DILUTE ME

50:1

SMART WASH

Smart Wash 50 Cherry & Oats
Formulated to deep clean the coat without stripping the essential 
oils or being harsh on groomers’ hands. Fragrant with oh-so-sweet 
ripe cherries, cinnamon, fresh roses, almonds and a hint of vanilla.

Shampoo 2 oz     225

Shampoo 12 oz     226

Shampoo Gallon     227

Smart Wash 50 Papaya Starfruit
Wash dogs with the delicious scent of succulent papaya, juicy 
starfruit, and jasmine petals with a hint of sweet Georgia peaches. 
A dirty dog formula for all coat types. Effective in removing waxes, 
build-up, oils and resins.

Shampoo 2 oz     217

Shampoo 12 oz     218

Shampoo Gallon     219

Smart Wash 50 Tropical Breeze
Cleans effectively and leaves the coat looking fresh and clean. 
Conditioner gently moisturizes and prevents breakage, leaving the 
coat rejuvenated and smelling of clean ocean air with a hint of 
coconut.

Shampoo 2 oz     221

Shampoo 12 oz     222
 
Shampoo Gallon     223

Smart Wash 50 Jungle Apple
A dirty dog formula for all coat types. Cleans effectively and leaves 
the coat looking fresh and clean. The perfect combination of snowy 
apple blossoms, sweet pineapple and rainy jungle leaves, is a 
professional groomer favorite.

Shampoo 2 oz     229

Shampoo 12 oz     230

Shampoo Gallon     231

DILUTE ME

50:1
DILUTE ME

50:1

DILUTE ME

50:1
DILUTE ME

50:1
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Smart Rinse All Coats Conditioner
A mild, fragrance and dye free gentle formula that’s highly 
concentrated for all skin and coat types. Formulated to gently 
condition without irritating sensitive skin or cause allergy flair ups, 
this unique oil-free formula conditions and moisturizes to soothe dry, 
irritated skin and coats for a smooth, more manageable feel.

Conditioner 12 oz    368

Conditioner Gallon    369

Smart Rinse De-Shedding Conditioner
A light, nourishing conditioner formulated to aid in the removal of 
bulk shedding. Continued use works to cut down on brushing and 
saves time while performing a de-shed service. Suitable for use on 
double coated breeds. May also be used on Doodles, Poodles, and 
scissored coat types that may be going through a coat change. 
Features a subtle banana coconut fragrance.

Conditioner 12 oz    362

Conditioner Gallon    363

DILUTE ME

8:1

DILUTE ME

8:1
Smart Wash 50 De-Shedding Shampoo
Designed and tested by professionals for professionals, the Smart 
Groom De-Shed Shampoo and Conditioner is the first in our product 
line formulated to tackle heavily impacted and matted coats; leaving 
coats looking fresh, healthy, and shiny for a perfect show coat finish. 
Features a subtle banana coconut fragrance.

Shampoo 12 oz     364

Shampoo Gallon     365

Smart Wash 50 Whitening & Brightening 
Grooming Shampoo
Chris Christensen is proud to welcome the first color enhancing 
shampoo in our product line that has been formulated for frequent 
and regular use. This gentle, yet highly concentrated product will 
whiten whites and brighten dull coats, is non-irritating, and will leave 
coats fresh, healthy & shiny. Lavender scented.

Shampoo 12 oz     366

Shampoo Gallon     367

DILUTE ME

50:1

DILUTE ME

50:1

Smart Scents Grooming Cologne
Chris Christensen SmartScents cologne leaves a delightful, sweet fragrance 
that lasts all day! Simply mist lightly onto your dog or cat. These subtle 
fragrances are not overpowering.

SMART WASH

Cherry & Oats
Notes of cherries, cinnamon, 
fresh roses, almonds with a 
hint of vanilla.

Cologne 4 oz 251  

Cologne 16 oz   251-16

Papaya Starfruit 
Notes of papaya, starfruit, 
and jasmine petals with a hint 
of peach.

Cologne 4 oz 249

Cologne 16 oz  249-16

Tropical Breeze
Notes of clean ocean air with 
a hint of coconut. 

Cologne 4 oz 250

Cologne 16 oz   250-16

Jungle Apple
Notes of apple blossoms, 
sweet pineapple with rainy 
jungle leaves

Cologne 4 oz 252

Cologne 16 oz   252-16

Smart Style The Cure  
Brushing & Styling Milk
Introducing the Smart Style The Cure from Chris Christensen. 
Designed with groomers in mind, The Cure Brushing and Styling Milk 
is a luxurious moisturizing creme that smooths the cuticle for extra 
shine and easier combing.

Styling Milk 2 oz     486

Styling Milk 8 oz     360

Styling Milk Gallon    361
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Pro-Line Fair Advantage 
Shampoo
A conditioning shampoo that reduces static and aids in moisturizing 
to help in the prevention of hair and coat breakage. Adds body, 
volume and fullness with a vibrant shine while eliminating dryness,
static flyaway, and frizz with ease.

Shampoo 4 oz      162

Shampoo 16 oz      149

Shampoo Gallon     150

Pro-Line Pro-Grow 
Conditioner
Pro-Gro is a formula that has been in use for over 30 years by 
professionals. It gives all the benefits of an oiled coat without the 
residue! Leaves the coat shiny, smooth, and manageable. Dilute 15:1 
for use as a leave-in conditioner.

Conditioner 4 oz     163

Conditioner 16 oz     147

Conditioner  Gallon    148

DILUTE ME

15:1

Pro-Line Self Rinse Plus
Self-Rinse Plus is a “no rinse” shampoo that is used when running 
water is unavailable or when a quick clean-up is needed. It brightens 
and whitens and is safe to use on all colors without altering natural 
coat colors.

Shampoo 16 oz      145

Shampoo Gallon     146

Pro-Line Lanny’s Terrier Chalk
Lanny’s Terrier Chalk is a formula that was developed by 
professionals in the 1950’s, using only 4 ingredients! Lanny’s Chalk’s 
tacky texure makes it perfect for body building in furnishings, and 
gripping  or hand stripping! 

Chalk 8 oz      151

Chalk 22 oz      152

Chalk 44 oz      153

PRO-LINE
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Spectrum Ten Shampoo
Designed to create noticeable smoothness, shine and manageability 
in just one use. Infused with customized complexes, Spectrum Ten 
Shampoo gently cleanses without losing substance while result-
driven emollients leave the coat with a silken look and feel. Spectrum 
Ten calms unruly hair while eliminating frizz, creating a beautiful soft 
flowing effect.

Shampoo 4 oz       069

Shampoo 16 oz      070

Shampoo Gallon      071

Spectrum One Shampoo
Delivers unsurpassed visible results, restoring a crisp spring to 
the coat. Hard coated terrier jackets will lay flat with great texture 
and furnishings will be fuller with more volume. Other breeds such 
as Poodles, Bichon Frise, Bedlington Terriers and double-coated 
breeds that are too soft and limp will have more substance for easy 
scissoring. Infused with customized complexes to create the results 
you need without drying the coat or skin.

Shampoo 4 oz       200

Shampoo 16 oz      201

Shampoo Gallon      202

Spectrum Ten Conditioner
An ultra-smoothing conditioner for soft, delicate drop coats. 
Lightweight therapeutic creams provide easily absorbed 
moisturization helping to resist humidity for a luxurious soft, smooth, 
sleek finish. This extremely emollient formula enhanced with 
emulsifiers, adds lubricity and slip needed in combing and brushing. 
For silky, shiny lengths or soft, controlled waves, Spectrum Ten 
Conditioner delivers unsurpassed results.

Conditioner 4 oz      086

Conditioner 16 oz      087

Conditioner Gallon     088

Spectrum One Conditioner
Hydrates and maintains the hydration of the inner cortex instead 
of sitting on the surface for breeds that must maintain a crisp wire 
texture. You can immediately see a healthy, lustrous coat, feel crisp 
texture and experience stronger, more manageable coats. Conditions 
and hydrates even the toughest of coats without losing valuable 
texture, volume and fullness.

Conditioner 4 oz      203

Conditioner 16 oz      204

Conditioner Gallon     205

DILUTE ME

8:1

DILUTE ME

16:1
DILUTE ME

16:1

DILUTE ME

8:1

SPECTRUM

Just Divine Brushing Spray
Just Divine Brushing Spray is perfect for in-between bath touch ups, 
or to break down products after a show. Protects each strand from
styling damage and breathes life into a dull coat.

Ready To Use Spray  2 oz     124

Ready To Use Spray  16 oz     125

Concentrate      126

Precious Drop Conditioning Spray
The essence of control for all drop coat breeds! Chris Christensen’s 
Precious Drop is a blend of keratin proteins and essential oils of 
lavender blossom. This non-oily spray won’t separate the coat.

Ready To Use Spray  2 oz     121

Ready To Use Spray  16 oz     122

Concentrate      123

Spectrum One Substance Builder
Turns flat, lifeless hair into thick, springy, full coats for perfect styling 
manageability. It is the only answer for precision scissor work and 
delivers unsurpassed visible results. Hard-coated terrier jackets will 
lay flat with great texture and furnishings will be full and vibrant.

Substance Builder 4 oz      206

Substance Builder 16 oz     207

Substance Builder 64 oz     208

Spectrum Ten Hypro Pac
A deep conditioning formula that strengthens as it protects 
against heat damage and breakage, restoring critical moisture and 
manageability, creating a sleek finish.

Hypro Pac 16 oz      089

DILUTE ME

4:1

DILUTE ME

4:1
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 Satin Coat
Satin Coat is soft, thick and glossy. Breeds include Abyssinian, 
Birman, Bombay, Burmese, Burmilla/Short, Chartreux, Colorpoint 
Shorthair, Egyptian Mau, European Burmese, Exotic Shorthair, 
Havana Brown, Japanese Bobtail, Khao Manee, Korat, Ocicat, Oriental 
Shorthair, Ragdoll, Russian Blue, Scottish Fold, Siamese, and Somali.

TOP CATTOP CAT
By focusing on the needs of cats, we have designed an exceptional line of products 
that cover each of the cat coat types, and solves a variety of problems show cat 
enthusiasts face such as stud tail, and getting the right texture for the coat. We've 
separated the different breeds into four coat types: Satin, Silky, Full, and Suede.

 Silky Coat 
Silky coat is medium to long, soft, silky and fine. Breeds include 
American Curl, Balinese Burmilla/Long, Himalayan, Lykoi, Maine 
Coon, Manx Longhair, Persian, Singapura (also Suede), Tonkinese, 
Turkish Angora, and Turkish Van.

 

Full Coat
Full coat is resilient, textured and dense. Often crimped or bent  
coats that can feel hard to the touch. Breeds include American 
Bobtail, American Shorthair, American Wirehair, British Shorthair, 
LaPerm, Manx, Norwegian Forest Cat, Ragamuffin, Siberian, and 
Selkirk Rex (Curl).

Suede Coat
Suede Coat is very soft and short with almost a down-like feel. 
Breeds include Bengal, Cornish Rex, Devon Rex, Rex,  
Singapura (also Silky), and Sphynx.

TOP CAT
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Top Cat Brilliant Black 
Shampoo 
Chris Christensen Top Cat Brilliant Black Shampoo is an optic 
intensifying treatment. It removes red tones and darkens black tones 
without harsh chemicals. Brilliant Black Shampoo can be mixed with 
Gorgeous Gold or Radiant Red to create a custom color for your cat’s 
coat.

Shampoo 2 oz       TCBBS02

Shampoo 8 oz      TCBBS08

Shampoo 32 oz      TCBBS32

Top Cat Wonderful White 
Shampoo 
Chris Christensen Top Cat Wonderful White is an optic intensifying 
treatment within a shampoo. It produces brilliant whites with no 
bleaching agents, harsh chemicals, or caustic ingredients. Use on all 
coat colors to create a lustrous sheen.

Shampoo 2 oz       TCWWS02

Shampoo 8 oz      TCWWS08

Shampoo 32 oz      TCWWS32

TOP CAT

Top Cat Gorgeous Gold 
Shampoo 
Chris Christensen Gorgeous Gold Shampoo is an optic intensifying 
treatment within a shampoo specially formulated to intensify golden 
tones. Gorgeous Gold enhances all warm colors: reds, browns, golds 
and tans. 

Shampoo 2 oz       TCGGS02

Shampoo 8 oz      TCGGS08

Shampoo 32 oz      TCGGS32

Top Cat Radiant Red Shampoo 
Chris Christensen Top Cat Radiant Red Shampoo is an optic 
intensifying treatment within a shampoo designed to enrich red 
tones and bring the coat back to it’s natural color without the use of 
harsh or caustic chemicals. 

Shampoo 2 oz       TCRRS02

Shampoo 8 oz      TCRRS08

Shampoo 32 oz      TCRRS32
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Top Cat Clarifying Shampoo 
Chris Christensen Top Cat Clarifying Shampoo not only removes wax, 
dirt and oils but also removes build up from conditioners, styling 
products and environmental debris that can weigh down you cat’s 
coat. The enriched pro-vitamin formula deep cleans without stripping 
the coat of essential oils.

Shampoo 2 oz       TCCS02

Shampoo 16 oz      TCCS16

Shampoo 32 oz      TCCS32

Top Cat Shine Shampoo 
Chris Christensen Top Cat Shine Shampoo has a unique pro-vitamin 
formula that corrects dry coats and improves manageability in 
one use by penetrating deep into the coat. Shine Shampoo gently 
cleanses away impurities and restores critical moisture levels 
creating a truly gorgeous coat.

Shampoo 2 oz       TCSS02

Shampoo 16 oz      TCSS16

Shampoo 32 oz      TCSS32

Top Cat Facial Wash 
Chris Christensen Top Cat Facial Wash is a moisturizing sulfate and 
soap free shampoo that gently cleanses the coat and skin on the 
face without irritating the eyes. this hypo-allergenic formula leaves 
the coat shiny and soft.

Shampoo 2 oz       TCFW02

Shampoo 8 oz      TCFW08

Shampoo 32 oz      TCFW32

Top Cat Volume Shampoo 
Chris Christensen Top Cat Volume Shampoo has a unique body-
boosting formula that adds volume and body to each strand creating 
a fuller looking coat, without compromising texture.

Shampoo 2 oz       TCVS02

Shampoo 16 oz      TCVS16

Shampoo 32 oz      TCVS32

Top Cat Finishing Rinse
Chris Christensen Top Cat Finishing Rinse cuts down drying time 
by 30%, seals the cuticle and protects the coat from damage. 
Brushes and combs ease through the coat after using this zero 
residue formula. Finishing Rinse seals in all Top Cat treatments and 
manageability.

Rinse 2 oz       TCFR02

Rinse 8 oz      TCFR08

Top Cat Body Boost Coat Treatment
Chris Christensen Top Cat Body Boost Coat Treatment replenishes 
protein loss, creating a striking volume by implementing a high 
volume of low molecular weight proteins into the hair shaft. Creating 
natural looking volume and body while repairing split ends.

Coat Treatment 2 oz     TCBBCT02

Coat Treatment 8 oz     TCBBCT08

Coat Treatment 32 oz     TCBBCT32

Top Cat Body Anti-Static spray
Chris Christensen Top Cat Anti-Static Spray is a leave-in spray 
that tames even the unruliest coat. The Anti-Static Spray works in 
between the individual hairs to diffuse static and quench dry coats. 
This creates a gorgeous shine without weighing down the coat.

Spray  2 oz    TCASS02

Spray  8 oz     TCASS08

Top Cat Pre-Bath Degreaser
Chris Christensen Top Cat Pre-Bath Degreaser was developed to 
combat “stud tail” and removing grease/grime from the coat. The 
product safely removes grease without drying out your cat’s skin and 
coat.

Degreaser 16 oz      TCPD16J

TOP CAT
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Clean Start Clarifying 
Shampoo
Clarifying shampoo to remove waxes, oils, resins, and build up from 
conditioners and other products that weigh down the coat. Enriched 
Pro-Vitamin formula allows deep cleansing.

Shampoo 2 oz       030

Shampoo 16 oz      031

Shampoo Gallon      032

DILUTE ME

16:1

After U Bathe
After U Bathe Final Rinse effectively seals the cuticle, preventing 
tangles and matting without softening the coat. After U Bathe 
delivers outstanding ease when combing and brushing while cutting 
drying time substantially.

Rinse 4 oz       076

Rinse 16 oz       077

Rinse Gallon      079

SHAMPOO & CONDITIONER
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Day To Day Shampoo
A mild formula enriched with Vitamin E, Colloidal Oatmeal and 
natural botanical extracts to gently clean and restore the coat and 
skins natural moisture while adding body and sheen. Day to Day 
Shampoo is also color-safe, it won’t strip out coat color and is 
fantastic shampoo for use between color shampoos.

Shampoo 4 oz       056

Shampoo 16 oz      057

Shampoo Gallon      058

Day To Day Conditioner
Day to Day Conditioner is designed specifically for overstressed 
coats. Natural, botanical ingredients lock in moisture for dry, 
damaged coat and skin. Unique, oil-free moisturizing agents soothe 
and condition for a shiny and more manageable coat.

Conditioner 4 oz      059

Conditioner 16 oz      060

Conditioner Gallon     061

DILUTE ME

8:1

DILUTE ME

8:1

SHAMPOO & CONDITIONER

Fresh Faced Tearless Facial Wash
A mild formula enriched with Vitamin E, Colloidal Oatmeal and 
natural botanical extracts to gently clean and restore the coat 
and skins natural moisture while adding body and sheen. The 
concentrated oatmeal in this shampoo makes it wonderful for pets 
with dry, itchy skin. Day to Day Shampoo is also color-safe, it won’t 
strip out coat color and is fantastic shampoo for use between color 
shampoos.

Shampoo 2 oz       FF2

Shampoo 8 oz      FF8

Happy Eyes
A shampoo and conditioner in one. It gently cleans delicate 
coats without irritating eyes. This soapfree formula leaves the 
coat manageable, shiny, and soft. Hypo-allergenic, paraben and 
sulfatefree. Perfect shampoo for puppies and kittens.

Shampoo 4 oz       132

Shampoo 16 oz      133

Shampoo Gallon      134

Show Off
Show Off No Rinse Cleaner enhances all coat colors, whitens whites 
and rejuvenates the coat, leaving it looking like it was just groomed. 
Excellent for daily maintenance.

Shampoo 2 oz       053

Shampoo 16 oz      054

Shampoo Gallon      055

OC Magic Foam
Chris Christensen OC Magic Foam is a self rinse, optical clarifier. The 
dense foam allows you to easily clean exactly where you need it from 
furnishing to daily maintenance on all breeds. Alleviate problems that 
arise with over saturation. Breaks down and removes hair spray with 
no residue!

Shampoo 1.7 oz      043

Shampoo 18 oz      042

Shampoo 64 oz      047

DILUTE ME

5:1
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Shine For Sure
Shine for Sure Spray is the first line of 
defense in the war against a dull and frizzy 
coat. This coat spray improves elasticity, 
resiliency and restores moisture balance 
for a serious shine!

Aerosol 4 oz   253

Hold For Sure
Chris Christensen Hold for Sure spray is 
an instant drying, long lasting hold spray. 
Hold for Sure gives resistance to the 
effects of high humidity.

Aerosol 10 oz   256

Lift For Sure
Roots are the key to a great volume style! 
Lift for Sure Spray boosts roots with long 
lasting touchable body and bounce. This 
8.5oz spray features a targeted nozzle 
which allows precise application at the 
root. Simply part the hair and spray right at 
the roots.

Aerosol 8.5 oz   254

Fluff For Sure 
A lightweight, volumizing mousse that 
adds fullness and body with high humidity 
resistance. Fluff for Sure is infused with 
nourishing wheat protein for all day 
conditioning and frizz control.

Mousse 8 oz   257

Flex For Sure
Flex for Sure Spray is infused with 
nourished panthenol and blueberry fruit 
extract for all day conditioning and frizz 
control. Leaves hair feeling flexible with a 
light to medium hold. This unique formula 
is designed for styling, scissoring and 
finishing coats.

Aerosol 10 oz   255

V-Force Volume Blast 
Finishing Spray
V-Force Volume Blast Coat Styling Spray 
is designed to create instant volume by 
increasing the space between hair fibers. 
This miracle volumizer also absorbs 
excess oils that weigh down the coat, 
leaving lasting volume with no residue.

Aerosol 7oz   600

STYLING PRODUCTS

Super Hold Waterless Coat 
Spray
Super Hold Waterless Coat Spray is fast 
drying on contact for strong control! This 
revolutionary coat spray is more than just 
a hairspray for dogs providing instant hold 
that lasts without stickiness or flaking. 
Super Hold ensures a perfect hold every 
time!

Aerosol 10 oz   090

Coat Link Coat Dressing
A leave-in humectant that replenishes 
coats with 4x more moisturizers, 
including lanolin, developed especially 
for rehydration. This easy-to-use foam 
formula for lightness and stylability, 
creates longlasting volume and 
manageability.

Aerosol 10 oz   068

Quench
Quench Leave-In Conditioning Spray creates 
a “moisture foundation” by infusing individual 
strands with natural conditioning ingredients 
vital to
healthy skin and coat. Locks in moisture, 
prevents frizz and provides superior 
conditioning and shine.

Aerosol 8 oz   259

Bottoms Up Coat Lifter
A concentrated thickener and bodifier that 
lifts and separates while enhancing luster, 
volume and manageability. It closes and 
aligns the cuticle layer increasing shine 
and providing long-lasting volume
that locks in place.

Concentrate 2 oz 083

Concentrate 16 oz 084

DILUTE ME

8:1

Silk Spirits
Moisturizing shine serum that transforms 
a damaged coat and skin. Achieve a 
silky smooth texture, lively volume and a 
shimmering shine. Eliminates static fly-
aways and frizz caused by dry climates.

Serum 4 oz   063

Serum 8 oz   064

Colestral Chalk Helper
Colestral Chalk Helper and Conditioning 
Creme is an innovative product that can be 
used as a deep conditioner to replace lost 
moisture as well as a great foundation for 
chalk to help you achieve the best results

Jar 16 oz   129
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Color Effects Chalk Block
Color Effects Chalk Blocks by Chris Christensen have a smooth texture 
for easy application. They are perfect for covering scars and blemishes 
with even distribution leaving a natural look and feel.

White       154

Rich Ebony      155

Ice Spray
White Ice and Black Ice Spray Chalks cover stains while blending into 
the natural feel and look of the coat. More Chris Christensen cosmetics 
are available on our website.

Black Ice 3 oz      095

White Ice 3 oz      094

White Ice Chalk
White Ice Chalk by Chris Christensen is an ultrafine chalk that whitens 
whites, texturizes and builds body, all in one application.

Chalk 0.8 oz      167

Chalk 8 oz      092

Chalk 22 oz      093 

COSMETICS

Ice Creme Cover-Up
Color Effects Chalk Blocks by Chris Christensen have a smooth texture 
for easy application. They are perfect for covering scars and blemishes 
with even distribution leaving a natural look and feel.

Brown 2.5 oz      119

Black  2.5 oz      085

White 2.5 oz      091

ChrisStix
ChrisStix Color Coat from Chris Christensen, maker of dog show and show dog grooming products. 
No Mess, No Fuss. Non Toxic, Will not rub off or smear, Lasts until you shampoo. Covers stains and 
flaws, hides gray and eliminates unwanted colors in the dogs coat. Pinpoint accuracy and easy to 
blend, maximum staying power even after brushing out. Unlike many grooming powders and chalks, 
ChrisStix has excellent coverage.

Color Effects 
Chalk
The unique formula of Chris Christensen 
Systems Color Effects Chalks allow rich 
color coverage that distributes naturally  
and evenly.

Blazing Bronze  169

Chesnut Brown  172

India Gold  170

Rich Ebony  168

Sedona Red  171

COSMETICS

Black Button Nose 
Treatment
A two part nose blackener that eliminates 
nose discoloration in winter, from scarring, 
aging, and other causes. This safe, non-toxic 
nose treatment works instantly, leaving a 
natural, rich black color.

Black Button   019

White  
020 

Black  
021

Ivory  
022

Tan  
023 

Rust   
026

Brown  
027

Red Brown  
028

Grey Blue  
029
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Mystic Ear Cleaner
Gently removes dirt, earwax build-up and debris from the outer ear 
as well as deep in the ear canal without the use of harsh chemicals. 
Mystic Ear cleaner is non-greasy and non-irritating making it the 
perfect choice for young pets and pets with ear infections. This 
product contains anti-bacterial deodorizing agents keeping your pet’s 
ears clean, healthy, and smelling fresh.

Ear Cleaner 8 oz      048

Ear Cleaner Gallon     049

Argento Aftershave Balm
Designed to provide relief after shaving on pets with sensitive skin, 
pets who are not used to being shaved, pets shaved in sanitary and 
other sensitive areas.Calming Lavender fragrance. May be used 
immediately after shaving to help soothe skin Balm is perfect for 
between toes and areas that are highly sensitive.

Balm 8 oz       137

Argento Aftershave Spray
Designed to provide relief after shaving on pets with sensitive skin, 
pets who are not used to being shaved, pets shaved in sanitary and 
other sensitive areas. Calming Lavender fragrance. The spray is easy 
and quick to use.  Can be used on all areas of the pet. May be used 
immediately after shaving to help soothe skin

Spray 8 oz       136

HEALTH & HYGIENE

Gotcha! Odor Exploder
Gotcha! Odor Exploder by Chris Christensen is a natural but powerful 
odor eliminator that works by breaking down odor molecules on 
contact.

Spray 32 oz       466

Spray Gallon      467

HEALTH & HYGIENE

Peace & Kindness Shampoo
A natural alternative to harsh medicated shampoos which can strip 
the natural oils from the coat. Peace & Kindness Shampoo contains 
.999 pure colloidal silver particles at 22ppm to treat and sooth 
acute and chronic skin conditions. This product effectively treats 
itchy skin, hot spots, dandruff, yeast infections, parasitic infections, 
fungal infections and allergic reactions, along with many other skin 
irritations.

Shampoo 16 oz      165

Shampoo 64 oz      166

Peace & Kindness Spray
This non-toxic topical spray contains .999 pure silver particles at 
30ppm. Peace & Kindness is tasteless, odorless, and non stinging 
allowing it to be applied directly to open cuts or wounds without 
painful reactions. Safe for use around the eyes, mouth and nose. A 
must have addition for first aid kits.

Spray 4 oz       080

Spray 8 oz      081

Peace & Kindness Gel
Effectively treat hot spots, fungal infections, allergies, and other skin 
conditions. Standardized to 30 ppm of suspended silver particles.

Gel 8 oz      117
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COLOGNE

Signature Scents Grooming Cologne
Chris Christensen Signature Scents Grooming Colognes are new designer inspired fragrances for dogs and 
cats that are based on top selling men and women’s colognes. Mist lightly on your companion and you will 
have a pleasing aroma that lasts all day and night.

Adalynn’s Baby 
Fresh
Classic fragrance of soft 
baby powder.

Cologne 4 oz 279

Cologne 16 oz   283

Brooklynn’s Sweet & 
Sassy 
Sparkling florals sweetened 
with pomegranate.

Cologne 4 oz 280

Cologne 16 oz  284

King Arthur’s Knight 
Out
Clean and refreshing blend of 
spices with citrus notes.

Cologne 4 oz 277

Cologne 16 oz   281

Bear’s Strong & 
Sporty
Warm woody mix with amber 
and a splash of lime.

Cologne 4 oz 278

Cologne 16 oz   282
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Artemis Clipper Replacement Battery
The Chris Christensen Artemis Clipper Replacement Battery provides peace of mind for when 
one battery just isn’t enough. Whether your current battery has become damaged, or you just 
need an another for prolonged grooming sessions, this battery serves as a viable addition to 
your grooming toolset

Battery     09-CC02-01

ARTEMIS CLIPPERS

Artemis Clipper
The Chris Christensen Artemis Clipper pairs the renowned high quality standards of Chris 
Christensen with the precision German craftsmanship of Aesculap. Designed by professionals 
for professionals, the Artemis Clipper is built to sustain even the toughest of jobs while 
providing a fine cut for even the most delicate of grooms. The ergonomically designed shell 
houses a 3500rpm motor that aids in breaking up matted fur, while being quiet enough not to 
distress sensitive animals.

Artemis Clipper    CLIPART

Precision German  
Craftsmanship

ARTEMIS CLIPPER

High Carbon Steel Clipper Blades
Chris Christensen High Carbon Steel Blades deliver professional level, high quality grooming 
results with every cut. Superior blade quality allows for prolonged grooming sessions, as blades 
stay cooler for longer and hold their sharpness for twice as long as other blades in the market.

Artemis Comb Set
These easy-to-use snap-on combs are the 
perfect accessory for your Artemis clipper. The 
Chris Christensen Artemis Snap-On Comb Set 
features superb quality metal with thickened 
outside teeth in order to prevent bending 
and breaking even under intense grooming 
sessions. Made in Germany. This set includes: 
1/2" (13mm), 5/8" (16mm), 3/4" (19mm), 7/8" 
(22mm), 1" (25mm)

Clipper Comb Set CLIPCOMBSET 
  

#30 Blade CLIPBLADE30#10 Blade CLIPBLADE10 #40 Blade CLIPBLADE40

#4F Blade CLIPBLADE4F #5F Blade CLIPBLADE5F #7F Blade CLIPBLADE7F
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Competition Combs
Chris Christensen is proud to introduce an industry first product perfect for the 
Salon Groomer, Competition Groomer, Dog Show Enthusiast, and Pet Owner 
aiming for greater consistency in their grooms. Available in two lengths, these top-
quality aluminum combs are engraved with both inch and centimeter markings, 
allowing users to check their grooms with ease for consistent coat length 
throughout the body and legs and conformity to breed standard cuts. Each  
comb is packed in a branded leather case to prevent scratching and damage.

7.5" Competition Comb 
 
Spine Length: 7-1/2” Teeth Length: 1 3/8” Teeth/inch(Coarse): 7 Teeth/inch(Fine): 11

 
Comb    508

9.5" Competition Comb 
 
Spine Length: 9-1/2” Teeth Length: 1 3/8” Teeth/inch(Coarse): 7 Teeth/inch(Fine): 11

 
Comb    509

Buttercombs
Handcrafted to the finest detail. Each pin is grounded with a rounded tip to reduce friction, prevent breakage, 
and provide a seamless movement as you comb through the coat. Each Buttercomb will last a lifetime and 
comes with a 6 month warranty.

COMBS

5” Face and Feet Fine/Coarse Buttercomb 
 
Spine Length: 5” Teeth Length: 5/8” Teeth/inch(Coarse): 12 Teeth/inch(Fine): 24
 
Comb      006

6” Cat/Carding Fine Buttercomb 
 
Spine Length: 6” Teeth Length: 1/2” to 3/4”, alternating Teeth/inch:16

Comb      013

6.5” Crescent Fine/Coarse Finishing Buttercomb 
 
Spine Length: 6-1/2” Teeth Length: Ranging from 1/2” to 1-1/8”  Teeth/inch(Coarse): 7 Teeth/inch(Fine): 14

Comb      00C

6” NTS Staggered Tooth Buttercomb 
 
Spine Length: 6” Teeth Length: 1-1/4” Teeth/inch: 1/8” staggered teeth front to back 

Comb      011

Seamless  &  Smooth
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7.5” Fine/Extra-Coarse Buttercomb 
 
Spine Length: 7-1/2” Teeth Length: 1-1/16” Teeth/inch(X-Coarse): 3 Teeth/inch(Fine): 11
 
Comb      003

7.5” Long Tooth Fine/Coarse Buttercomb 
 
Spine Length: 7-1/2” Teeth Length: 1-5/8” Teeth/inch(Coarse): 5 Teeth/inch(Fine): 8 

Comb      005

7.5” Fine Buttercomb 
Spine Length: 7-1/2” Teeth Length: 1-1/16” Teeth/inch: 11 

Comb      001

7.5” Fine/Coarse Buttercomb 
 
Spine Length: 7-1/2” Teeth Length: 1-1/6” Teeth/inch(Coarse): 8 Teeth/inch(Fine): 11
 
Comb      000

COMBS

8.5” Fine/Coarse Buttercomb 
 
Spine Length: 8-1/2” Teeth Length: 1-5/16” Teeth/inch(Coarse): 11 Teeth/inch(Fine): 15 

Comb      504

8.5” Coarse Buttercomb 
 
Spine Length: 8-1/2” Teeth Length: 1-5/16” Teeth/inch: 11 

Comb      505

8.5” Jill Teasing Buttercomb 
 
Spine Length: 8-1/2” Teeth Length: 1-1/4” to 3/4”, alternating Teeth/inch:15 

Comb      507

9” Coarse Poodle Buttercomb 
 
Spine Length: 9-5/8” Teeth Length: 1-1/4” Teeth/inch: 5 

Comb      004
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6” Drop N Drag T-Rake
 
The new and improved Drop N Drag Metal 
De-tangling Rake offers both style and 
functionality

Rake   A431

4” Mini T-Rake with Bent 
Pins
 
Get deep into the coat and gently remove 
tangles, matts and knots without pulling. 
6” ergonomic handle with 4” head reduces 
wrist pain and stress.

Rake   A433

RAKES & STONES

Stone on a Stick
 
All-purpose stripping tool, with a 
comfortable wooden handle. For gentle 
hair removal and perfect for carding; use 
firm strokes in the direction of hair growth.

Stripping Tool   299

KARBEN SLICKER BRUSHES

Kärbən Extra Small Slicker 
Brush
Head: 2 3/4” Body: 6 1/4”  

X Small Brush   AK5I

Kärbən Small Slicker Brush
Head: 3 5/8”   Body: 6 1/4”  

Small Brush  AK5II

Kärbən Medium Slicker 
Brush
Head: 4 7/8”   Body: 6 3/4”  

Medium Brush  AK5III

Kärbən Small Red Slicker 
 
Head: 3 5/8”   Body: 6 1/4”  

Small Red Brush  AK5IIRD

..

Kärbən Slicker 
Brush
Exciting new professional salon, dog show 
and at home slicker made with top quality 
round ground pins. The 17mm pin length 
makes for a softer, more gentle feel to the 
brush but still has great untangling power. 
Featuring an ergonomic handle and a stylish 
black pin pad. Ideal for scissored, setter/
spaniel, drop, double, and wire coat types.
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Mark Slicker 
Brushes
 
The Mark Slicker brushes by Chris 
Christensen are beautifully handcrafted 
Beech wood slicker brushes whose shape 
does all the work for you and provides 
less stress for both the groomer and the 
animal! The Mark line of slickers are a 
favourite in the Dog Show world, with nine 
different tools to choose from there is sure 
to be a Mark for the dog or cat in your life.

Mark X Tiny Slicker Brush 
 
Head: 1 1/2”  Body: 6”

Tiny Brush   A5X

Mark IX Extra Small Slicker 
Brush
Head: 2 1/2” Body: 6 1/2” 

X Small Brush   A5I

Mark II Small Slicker Brush
Head: 3 3/4”   Body: 6 1/2”  

Small Brush  A5II

Mark III Medium Slicker 
Brush
Head: 5”   Body: 7”

Medium Brush  A5III

SLICKER BRUSHES

Mark II Small Red Slicker 
 
Head: 3 3/4”   Body: 6 1/2”  

ComfortGrip Brush A5IIRD

Mark V Triangle Slicker 
Brush 
 
Head: 1 1/2”   Body: 8”  

Triangle  Brush  A5V

Mark Curved Back Large 
Slicker Brush
Head: 4” Body: 8” 

Large Brush   A5VII

Mark Curved Back Medium
Slicker Brush
Head: 4” Body: 6 1/2”

Medium Brush  A5VI

Mark VIII Round Head Large 
Slicker Brush
Head: 3 1/4” Body: 7 1/2”

Round Brush  A5VIII
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Big G Slicker Brush
Known the world over for the iconic “Big G” Chris Christensen slicker 
brushes are the #1 selling tool in the grooming industry.  A work horse, 
matt buster and volumizer, this brush does it all!

Big G Large Slicker Brush
Head: 3-3/4” x 3-3/4”   Body: 8”

Large Brush     AVIICL

Big G Medium Slicker Brush
Head: 2-3/8” x 3-3/4”   Body: 7-3/8”

Medium  Brush    AVICM

Baby G Slicker Brush
Head: 2-3/8” x 2-3/8””   Body: 7-3/8”

Baby G Brush     AVCS

SLICKER BRUSHES

Big K Slicker Brush
Not to be outdone the “Big K” follows as the #2 selling grooming tool.  
If you would like to know the difference, the Big K has 30% less pins 
than the Big G size for size.  Some prefer the Big K for intensely matted 
coats-try one and find out for yourself.

Big K Medium Slicker Brush
Head: 2-3/8” x 3-3/4”   Body: 7-3/8”

Medium  Brush     AVIBM

Baby K Slicker Brush
Head: 2-3/8” x 2-3/8””   Body: 7-3/8”

Baby K Brush     AVBS

Big K Large Slicker Brush
Head: 3-3/4” x 3-3/4”   Body: 8”

Large Brush     AVIIBL
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Gold Series Pin Brush 27mm
Body: 8 1/2” 

27mm Brush    A027G

Gold Series Pin Brush 35mm
Body: 8 1/2” 

35mm Brush    A035G

Gold Series Pin Brush 20mm
Body: 8 1/2” 

20mm Brush    A020G

Gold Series Pin Brushes
 
The Gold Series Pin Brushes by Chris Christensen is a must have for 
delicate coats. The gold-plated stainless steel pins can be used on 
fragile coats and feature 30% more pins than regular pin brushes, 
producing a finer brush stroke. These brushes are designed with an 
ultra-flexible cushion and a durable, beechwood handle. Use 20mm 
for light coats, 27mm for medium Coats and 35mm for thick, heavy 
coats.

PIN BRUSHES

Fusion Series Oval Pin Brush 
20mm
 
Body: 8 1/2” 

20mm Brush  A020F

Fusion Series Oblong Pin 
Brush 20mm
 
Body: 8 1/2” 

20mm Brush  A120F

Fusion Pocket Pin Brush 
20mm
 
Body: 7” 

20mm Brush  A220F

Fusion Series Oval Pin Brush 
27mm
Body: 8 1/2” 

27mm Brush  A027F

Fusion Series 
Pin Brushes
 
The Chris Christensen Fusion brushes 
are for those who demand quality and 
perfection! These brass pin brushes are 
100% static-free and glide through the coat 
with ease! 30% more pins than regular pin 
brushes, producing a finer brush stroke. 
The ergonomic handle feels wonderful!
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Original Series Oval Pin Brush 20mm
 
Body: 8 1/2” 

20mm Brush     A020

Original Series Oval Pin Brush 35mm
Body: 8 1/2” 

35mm Brush   A035

Original Series Oval Pin Brush 27mm
Body: 8 1/2” 

27mm Brush  A027

Orignal Series Pin Brushes
 
The Chris Christensen Original Series Pin Brushes feature quality and 
durability, all in an affordable, premium pin brush! A brush like no 
other, the Chris Christensen pin brushes feature ground and polished 
tips on the pins for comfort. They glide through the coat easily.

PIN BRUSHES

Original Series Oblong Pin Brush 20mm
 
Body: 8 1/2” 

20mm Brush     A120

Original Series Little Wonder Pin Brush 20mm
 
Body: 5 3/4” 

20mm Brush     A320

Original Series Oblong Pin Brush 27mm
Body: 8 1/2” 

27mm Brush     A127

HOW TO PICK A  HOW TO PICK A  
PIN BRUSHPIN BRUSH
Chris Christensen brushes are known all 
over the world for their quality and German 
craftsmanship.  With smooth-glide, round 
ground pins, these brushes will never 
scratch you or more importantly your pet. 
Cushioned padding, ergonomic handles 
and a variety of pin lengths and styles you 
are sure to find the right brush for you.  

When picking a pin brush we like to 
recommend the “longer the coat the longer 
the pin”. For example and Afghan would 
use a 35mm pin brush while a Long haired 
Dachshund would use a 20mm pin.

Shape and size tend to be of personal 
preference. The oval brush is the perfect 
all round brush, the oblong brush is great 
for styling, and those hard to groom areas 
behind the ears and in the armpits.  Pocket 
brushes are great for toy breeds, travel 
and taking into the show ring with you for 
instant touch ups.
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Original Series T-Brush 16mm
Head: 5” Body: 7 1/4” 

16mm Brush     A416

Original Series T-Brush 27mm
Head: 5” Body: 7 1/4” 

27mm Brush     A427

Original Series Mini T-Brush 16mm
Head: 4” Body: 6 1/2” 

Mini Brush     A415

Original Series T-Brush 
The Chris Christensen T-Brush is the only brush of its kind! This 
amazing brush is sure to become an indispensable tool. The T-Brush 
glides through the coat with less wrist movement. Designed as a pin 
brush in a slicker-style body, brushing with the T-brush is easy since 
the brush does all the work for you!

SPECIALTY BRUSHES

Large Oval Wood Pin Brush 
Crafted with wooden pins, this brush reduces painful pulling. Wood 
pins delicately separate the tangle from the rest of the hair.  
20mm wood pins, 8 1/2” body.

20mm Brush     A040

Small Oval Wood Pin Brush
Your dog will love this brush! Designed to eliminate painful pulling 
and is the safest, most gentle way to detangle hair. This unique, all 
wood brush will make daily grooming an enjoyable experience for 
both you and your best friend. 20mm Wood Pins, 7” body. 

20mm Brush     A041

Wood Pin Oblong Brush 
A unique high-quality all wood brush. A gentle way to detangle the 
hair. Static free, ideal for styling and shaping. 20mm wood pins, 8 
1/2” body.

20mm Brush     A140

SPECIALTY BRUSHES

Tiny Tot Wood Pin Brush
All the benefits of Chris Christensen’s Wood Series brush, but in a 
mini size. Perfect for travel and in the ring touch ups.  
15mm wood pins, 5 3/4” body.

15mm Brush     A340
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Small Ionic Boar Brass Brush
The original Ionic Boar/Brass Brush for 100% static free brushing. 
The brass bristles create a healthier coat from within while the posi-
tive ionic charge pulls dander and debris from the coat. Great for use 
on soft coats or terrier coats. 7” body. 

Boar Brush     A619

Large Ionic Boar Brass Brush
The original Ionic Boar/Brass Brush for 100% static free brushing. 
The brass bristles create a healthier coat from within while the posi-
tive ionic charge pulls dander and debris from the coat. Great for use 
on soft coats or terrier coats. 8 1/2” body. 

Boar Brush     A618

Andreas Small Boar Nylon Brush 
 
The Andreas Series Brushes combine boar hair and nylon bristles to 
create beautiful shine while increasing natural oil production. Perfect 
for finishing and leaves behind a natural shine. Loved by show 
handlers. 7” body.
 
Boar Brush     A801

Andreas Medium Boar Nylon Brush 
The Chris Christensen Andreas Brush is a Mason-Pearson style boar 
and nylon bristle brush. Perfect for finishing and leaves behind a 
natural shine. Loved by show handlers. 9 1/4” body.

Boar Brush     A802

SPECIALTY BRUSHES

Natural Boar Bristle Brush
 
This lightweight Natural Boar Bristle Brush will stimulate the hair 
and skin follicles to promote healthy growth. The soft textured boar 
bristles will remove dander and create shine by distributing natural 
oils into the coat.  8 3/4” body.

Boar Brush     A710

Terrier Palm Pad 16mm 
The Ultimate Terrier Palm Pad! Each high grade steel pin head is 
sandwiched between nylon rubber with the leather backing. Flexible 
leather forms to your hand without the need for a strap. Seventy-eight 
ground and polished metal tips will not scratch skin or break coat.

Palm Pad     A616

Powder and Chalk Brush 
This premium quality horse hair brush distributes chalk, powder or 
dry shampoo into the coat effectively. The soft bristles are great for 
use on the face or feet.

Chalk Brush     A701

Color Applicator Brush 
This innovative dual ended color applicator brush can be used with 
the ChrisStix Color Coat. Use after rubbing the ChrisStix on a large 
area of the coat to work the color into the dogs coat. Alternately, 
coat the bristles with the ChrisStix and then brush the color into the 
dogs coat.

Color Brush     A800
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5” Artisan Thinner
 
Shear   SR649

6” Artisan Safety Thinner
 
Shear   SR653

6.5” Artisan Thinner
 
Shear   SR654

Artisan Shears
 
Artisan shears have a razor-sharp convex finishing that is forged 
from a high-quality 440C Japanese Steel. The gold titanium handle 
and the diamond simulated dial allow for elegant and easy adjusting. 
The Double Sided Thinning Shears is a precision blade with teeth on 
both blades. The double sided blade allows for a finer thinning giving 
your trim a softer and blended look. Lifetime warranty and lifetime 
sharpening.

SHEARS

6” Artisan Razor Shaper
 
Shear   SR640

6.5” Artisan Double Sided Blender
 
Shear   SR651

7.5” Artisan Chunky Blender
 
Shear   SR650
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5” Artisan Straight Shears
 
Shear   SR641

7” Artisan Straight Shears
 
Shear   SR643

9” Artisan Straight Shears
 
Shear   SR647

8” Artisan Straight Shears
 
Shear   SR645

SHEARS

7” Artisan Curved Shears
 
Shear   SR644

8” Artisan Curved Shears
 
Shear   SR646

9” Artisan Curved Shears
 
Shear   SR648

5” Artisan Curved Shears
 
Shear   SR642
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Adalynn Rose Shears
 
The Adalynn is a great overall shear forged from high 
quality 440C steel with a rose gold titanium finish and 
a diamond simulated dial for ease of adjusting. These 
shears include a convex edge combined with a slight 
bevel; this allows for bulk cutting while giving you a 
beautiful finish. This collection Includes a wide selection 
of curved, straight, blenders and thinning shears. Lifetime 
warranty and lifetime sharpening.

5” Adalynn Rose Straight Shears
 
Shear   SE941

7” Adalynn Rose Chunky Blender
 
Shear   SE954

7” Adalynn Rose Straight Shears
 
Shear   SE943

8” Adalynn Rose Straight Shears
 
Shear   SE945

SHEARS

5” Adalynn Rose Curved Shears
 
Shear   SE942

7” Adalynn Rose Thinner
 
Shear   SE952

7” Adalynn Rose Curved Shears
 
Shear   SE944

8” Adalynn Rose Curved Shears
 
Shear   SE946
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Classic Series Shears
 
This no-nonsense shear delivers performance for the
professional and the beginner. Japanese 9CR Steel will ensure
your edge lasts longer reducing the number of times you will
need to sharpen your shears. The hybrid convex and beveled
edge give you the perfect smooth finishes when scissoring your
dog. The ergonomic handle is reversible with studs on both sides
for support making it easy to switch sides for those hard-toreach
areas. Get Chris Christensen quality at an unbeatable price.

Classic Series Shear Set
 
Shear Set   SCSET

Professional Oil 
 
Tube 0.25 oz  S203

7” Classic Series Curved Shear
 
Shear   SC144

7” Classic Series Thinning Shear
 
Shear   SC152

8” Classic Series Straight Shear
 
Shear   SC145

8.5” Classic Series Chunky Blender
 
Shear   SC154

SHEARS
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D-Flite Edition Kool Pup 
Dryer
 
The D-Flite Kool Pup Dryer is one of the 
most versatile dryers in the industry. Now 
available in beautiful D-Flite style, this 
dryer performs as good as it looks!  
Cool Temperature, CFM of 83, Variable 
Speed, Single Motor, 9 Amps , 6”x6”x6”, 
6.4lb, 1-Year Warranty.

D-Flite Kool Pup   DF200P

Kool Pup Aluminum Dryer
 
Quiet yet powerful with almost as much 
air force as the Original Kool Dry, and only 
6” square. This dryer has the ability for 
detailed grooming and can force blow the 
water out of the thickest coats. Includes a 
8’ hose and two nozzle attachments.  
Cool Temperature, CFM of 83, Variable 
Speed, Single Motor, 9 Amps , 6”x6”x6”, 6.4lb, 
1-Year Warranty.

Blue    KD142P

Purple   KD140P

Black   KD2144P 

Kool Dry Aluminum Dryer
 
Has over 200 air flow positions. The inner 
structure contains a silent build with 
sound-absorbing foam throughout the 
rust-proof housing. Includes an 8’ hose 
and two nozzle attachments.  
Cool Temperature, CFM of 114, 
Variable Speed, Single Motor, 9 Amps , 
8.25”x8.25”x11”, 12lb, 1-Year Warranty.

Blue    KD142

Purple   KD140
 
Black   KD2144 

2XTREME Dryers
 
The most powerful dryer in the Chris Christensen Kool Dry range, yet is also quiet and 
lightweight. With two motors included it is a perfect choice for a salon environment or large 
double coated breeds. Includes an 8’ hose and two nozzle attachments.   
Cool to Warm Temperature, CFM of 220, Variable Speed, Double Motor, 16 Amps , 6.5”x6.5”x13”, 
10lb, 1-Year Warranty.

Blue    KD2XBL

Purple   KD2XPR 

Black   KD2XBK 

XTREME Dryers
 
Compact yet powerful, an absolute must 
for the mobile groomer. The powder-
coated finish and stainless steel corners 
are scratch-resistant and durable. Includes 
an 8’ hose and two nozzle attachments.
Cool to Warm Temperature, CFM of 150, 
Variable Speed, Single Motor, 12 Amps , 
6.5”x6.5”x6.5”, 8lb, 1-Year Warranty.

Blue    KDXBL

Purple   KDXPR
 
Black   KDXBK 

Kool Bag
 
The Chris Christensen Kool Bag is the 
perfect accessory to hold all your pet 
gear or your Chris Christensen dryer. This 
durable gear bag is strong with lots of 
pockets for storage. The Chris Christensen 
Kool Bag will hold the Kool Dry Dryer and 
Kool Pup Dryer.

Black   KDBAGBK

Blue   KDBAGB

Purple   KDBAGP

Hold-A-Hose Assembly
 
For hands-free work. Clamps on any table 
and bends as required. New and improved 
with easy release bungees and cradle. 
Compatible with all the Kool Dry Dryers 

Hold A Hose  KD900

Kool Dryer Hose
 
Durable and flexible additional hose for 
Kool Dry, Kool Pup, Xtreme, and 2Xtreme 
Dryers. Available in three sizes; 8.4’, 12, 
anf 15'’.

8.4’ Hose  KD600AP

12’ Hose  KD601

15’ Hose  KD602

Inlet Filter
 
Replacement Inlet Filters for the Kool Dry 
and Kool Pup Dryers.

Kool Dryer Filter  KD500FK

Kool Pup Filter  KD500FP

Kool Dryer Nozzle
 
Diffuser Nozzle produces more body in the 
coat and furnishings. Concentrator Nozzle 
blows water out of the coat with more 
force for faster drying.

Diffuser Nozzle  KD701

Concentrator Nozzle KD800

Miracle Mister
 
The Chris Christensen Miracle Mister is 
a Kool Dry Dryer attachment that evenly 
mists product directly into the coat while 
drying! The Miracle Mister is an improved 
version of the original Kool Dry Mister.

Miracle Mister  131

DRYERS & ACCESSORIESShop spare & replacement parts at 
www.chrischristensen.com
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TACK BOXES &  TOTES

D-Flite Travel Tack Box
 
The perfect size for travel, this sturdy, lightweight aluminum tack 
box opens in the front with a convenient carry handle on the top. Top 
section is split into 3 compartments, ideal for brushes, combs etc. 
Size: 11” x 9.75” x 16”.

Silver     DF100S

Wave     DF100SW

Large Grooming Tote Bag
 
Store and organize grooming tools. Multiple outside pockets to hold 
brushes, combs, products etc and a roomy inner pocket. Adjustable 
strap. Padded handle. Size: 10” x 18” x 11”

Large Tote    T300

Ringside Tote Bag
 
Perfect for the show ring. Have all your grooming products visible 
and to hand. Padded carry handle and removable shoulder strap. 
Multiple pockets. Wipes clean. Size: 8” x 8” x 15” (to Handle)

Ringside Tote    T100
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D-Flite 1000 Standard
 
Popular large size tack box, with a drawer on each side (8.5” x 10.75” 
x 2”). Stack tall bottles in the center front and shorter items such 
as jars below each drawer. With wider compartments in the top for 
separating and storing grooming tools. Size: 26” x 11.25” x 16.125”

Silver      DF1000S

Wave     DF1000SW

TACK BOXES & TOTES

D-Flite 400 Standard
 
A favorite with handlers and fanciers. Includes a single drawer (8.5” 
x 10.75” x 2”) inside to the left, ideal for storing smaller items such 
as blades. Stack bottles, jars and sprays in the front opening and 
organize brushes and combs in the top three compartments. 
Size: 16”x 11.25”x 16.125”.

Silver     DF400S

Wave     DF400SW

D-Flite 400 Deluxe
 
The same size as the 400 Standard but with handles on the side 
and two telescoping drawers (8.5” x 10.75”) to the right, one 2” deep 
and the other 4”. As with all D-Flite Tack Boxes, includes plenty of 
storage for bottles and a horizontal rod for attaching leads, loops for 
convenient storage. Size: 16”x 11.25” x 16.125”.

Silver     DF400D

Wave     DF400DW

D-Flite 1000 Deluxe
 
Deluxe option containing three telescoping drawers positioned in the 
center (8.5” x 10.75”), two at 2” deep, one a 4”. Ideal for storing lots of
tall bottles and sprays. Wide compartments in the top for organizing 
tools. Horizontal rod and side handles.  Size: 26” x 11.25” x 16.125”..

Silver     DF1000D

Wave     DF1000DW

Safe-T Grid 
Symmetry 
Mat
 
The Chris Christensen Safe-T 
Symmetry mats offers a grid 
pattern that allows you to 
easily line up your dog for 
stacking practice, and makes 
a comfortable place for your 
dog to stand while on the 
table.

30” x 20” SM30

36” x 24” SM36

42” x 24” SM42

APPAREL & ACCESSORIES
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Exquisite Fine Mist 
Continuous Sprayer 10 oz
 
The Chris Christensen Exquisite Fine Mist 
Sprayer 10oz bottle has a continuous 
spray - 1 pump equals multiple pumps of a 
regular spray bottle!

Spray Bottle 10 oz SP03

Heavy Duty Double Action 
Trigger Spray Bottle 8 oz
 
Chris Christensen Blue Spray Bottle with 
a Double Action Trigger is a time saving 
staple of professional groomers and 
handlers. 

Spray Bottle 8 oz SP04

Heavy Duty Double Action 
Trigger Spray Bottle 16 oz
 
This innovative spray bottle sprays as you 
pull the trigger and again as you release, 
allowing half the effort!

Spray Bottle 16 oz SP05

Applicator Measuring Bottle 
16 oz
 
The Chris Christensen Applicator Bottle 
is perfect for mixing and applying Chris 
Christensen liquid products!

Applicator Bottle 16 oz 103

Gallon Pump
 
Chris Christensen Gallon Pumps can 
be used on both gallon and pint bottles. 
Simply trim off the bottom to fit into a pint 
bottle.

Pump    PUMPGAL  
  

Amazing Stand N Groom
 
The Chris Christensen Amazing Stand N Groom prevents your dog from sitting while grooming! This 
innovative product is gentle on the dog and allows the freedom to use both hands while grooming. Simply 
slide the Stand N Groom under your dog and groom as usual!

Mini 5”     G500

Small 7.5”    G501

Medium  8”    G502

Large 9.5”    G503

Logo Apron
 
The Chris Christensen Logo Apron is the perfect grooming apron 
for bathing and grooming. Whether you are a pet professional or 
grooming at home this waterproof grooming apron keeps your 
clothing neat and dry! Aprons measure 30” long by 25” wide

Black     314

Purple     315

APPAREL & ACCESSORIES



Shear Warranty
Exclusive Shear Warranty
You have the right to expect, and should have the lifetime pleasure 
of a chris christensen shear. Your shears are guaranteed as long 
as you can return them to us in their entirety. That means even if 
they are in pieces. We will replace or repair your shears within 72 
business hours after receipt. If we have to replace your shears for 
any reason, we will replace them with an identical pair or like pair or 
model, depending on your shear model’s availability. Please be aware 
that there will be a nominal fee for shipping, handling and insurance* 
of $8.50 Usd if within the continental united states. If outside the 
continental united states, please contact us for a quote. 

Lifetime Sharpening Warranty
Your chris christensen shear will be sharpened by chris christensen 
systems’ factory for free, for the life of the shear,  or as long as the 
rideline is visible (meaning your shear can hold a durable sharp 
edge). Please be aware that there will be a nominal fee for shipping, 
handling and insurance* of $8.50 Usd if within the continental united 
states. If outside the  continental united states, please  contact us for 
a quote. 

Classic Series Shears Warranty
Your classic series chris christensen shear is covered for 
manufacturer defects for the first six months after purchase. If 
a defect is found within the first six months, we will replace the 
shear with an identical shear. The classic shears have a sharpening 
fee of $18.50 Per shear for our professional sharpening services. 
Please be aware that there will be an additional nominal fee for 
shipping, handling and insurance* of $8.50 Per shear, usd if within 
the continental united states. If outside the continental united states, 
please contact us for a quote. 

*This covers lost and stolen items during shipping. If this happens to 
you, please contact the carrier.

To send in  your shears for servicing, include a check for shipping 
and handling costs, and mail your shears to:

Chris Christensen Systems, Inc.
ATTN:  Shear Sharpening & Repair
PO Box 961 or
325 Industrial Park Drive
Fairfield, TX 75840

Brush Warranty
Chris christensen systems, inc. Warrants that all brushes were 
manufactured free of defects in material or workmanship, and 
any accidental breakage for a period of six (6) months after the 
date of purchase. The manufacturer agrees to correct by repair 
or replacement (with the same or comparable quality model) any 
defects. Manufacturer defects will be covered for the lifetime of the 
brush. The terms of this warranty can only be changed by an officer 
of chris christensen systems, inc.

Manufacturer defects include but are not limited to:

• Broken handles or parts
• Pad separating from the head

If you aren’t sure if your brush will be covered please contact our 
customer service department.

Dryer Warranty
Chris Christensen Systems, Inc., the manufacturer, warrants the Kool 
Dry Dryers against defects in materials 
and workmanship under normal use and care for a period of one 
year from the date of the original sale, unless otherwise specified. 
(Note: Hose and all plastic hose attachments are not covered by this 
warranty.) 

The following situations are not covered under the warranty:

• Damage in shipment
• Rust or corrosion caused by detergents or moisture
• Failures caused by inadequate filter cleaning
• Damage caused by heavy impact
• Adapting any devices not approved or sold by the manufacturer
• Evidence of attempted field repair of the motor, wiring or circuits
• Any motor where commutator or brush wear indicates the 

motor has been used to full extent of its normal life expectancy, 
regardless of the date of original sale.

If a problem occurs, or the unit is in need of service, send the unit to 
(make sure contact & shipping information is included along with a 
description of the issues/services needed):

Chris Christensen Systems, Inc.
ATTN:  Dryer Service & Repair
325 Industrial Park Drive
Fairfield, TX 75840

When units are returned for repairs not covered under the warranty, 
the manufacturer will notify the owner of repair charges before 
repairing the unit, unless written instructions stating otherwise are 
included. All major credit cards are accepted. 

Clipper Warranty
The chris christensen artemis clipper comes with a one (1) year 
“no hassle” warranty that covers both manufacturer’s defects as 
well as wear parts. This means you are entitled to have your clipper 
repaired, serviced, or maintained two (2) times during the first year 
after purchase at no additional cost. You will only be responsible for 
shipping and handling.

Please fill out the warranty form below in order to secure your 
eligibility for the warranty.

Warranty Information

Photography by Haleigh Mansfield

Dilution Ratios

Ratio

 4:1 
 5:1 
 8:1 
15:1 
16:1 
50:1

Size

Tea Cup Under 4 lbs

Toy Under 8 lbs 
Small 9 - 16 lbs

Medium 17 - 35 lbs

Large 36 - 55 lbs

Giant 56lbs + 

Dilution Chart

Amounts to Use
Diluted Shampoo

1 Cup (8 oz)

1 Cup (8 oz)

2 Cup (16 oz)

4 Cups (32oz)

6 Cups (48 oz)

8 Cups (64 oz)

Diluted Conditioner

2 Cup (16 oz)

2 Cup (16 oz)

3 Cups (24 oz)

4 Cups (32oz)

8 Cups (64 oz)

8 -12 Cups (64 - 96 oz)

Product Per Gallon 

4 cups (32 oz) 

3 cups + 3 Tbsp (25.5 oz) 

2 Cups (16 oz)   

1 Cup + 1Tbsp (8.5 oz) 

1 Cup (8 oz) 

1/4 cup + 1 Tbsp (2.5 oz)

4:1
Precious  

Drops

Just 
Divine

5:1
Happy 
Eyes

8:1
Spectrum 

One

Smart Rinse

Day to Day

Bottom's Up

15:1
Ice on Ice

16:1
Spectrum 

Ten

Clean 
Start

50:1
Smart 

Wash 50

Product Per 16 oz 

1/2 Cup (4 oz) 

1/4 Cup + 3 Tbsp (3.2 oz) 

1/4 Cup (2 oz)   

2 Tbsp + 1 Tsp (1.1 oz)  

2 Tbsp (1 oz) 

2 Tsp (0.3 oz)
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